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why susy?
• completely solves hierarchy problem.

• predicts an elementary higgs scalar...

• ...with a beautiful SM-like limit...

• ...below 135 GeV (in the mssm).

• most important d.o.f. for weak scale 
still allowed beneath the tev scale.

• most simplistic versions under stress.
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framework vs. model
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Search for Supersymmetry at ATLAS - LISHEP 2013 Carsten Hensel, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen

THE SUSY THEORY PHASE SPACE

!"

SUSY

N=1

MSSM NMSSM

pMSSM

(T. Rizzo, SLAC Summer Institute, 2012)

CMSSM

SUSY is not just one theory.
It’s rather a concept with a 
multitude of possible 
manifestations!

LHC searches at 7 and 8 TeV have so far excluded about    
1/3 of the parameter space of the pMSSM; the full parameter 
space of relevant SUSY models is not even defined

Joseph Lykken                                                                                                                            LHCP 2013, Barcelona, May 18, 2013

M. Cahill-Rowley, J. Hewett, A. Ismail, T. Rizzo, arXiv:1211.1981

[borrowed from rizzo SLAC S.I. 2012 via lykken LHCP 2013]
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an analogy
• problem: weak interactions

• framework: gauge theory

• simple instantiation: O(3) 
Schwinger  model (1957)

• problems: no Z, not v-A.

• uglier instantiation: SU(2)xU(1) 
glashow model (1961)

• framework correct, specific 
realization in nature non-minimal.



or if you don’t buy that, 
be pragmatic: susy is a 

phenomenal signal 
generator. wide range 

of topologies; 
disappearing tracks; 

R-hadrons; HSCPs; 
displaced photons; etc.



signposts

• lhc data cutting off 
certain possibilities, 
pointing out others.

• theory goal: use 
these signposts to 
find new models 
where desiderata 
are generic.

• new models can 
drive new search 
opportunities @ lhc.
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The “O(3)” version 
of SUSY looks bad 
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with higgs 
mass, limits 

pushes tuning 
of weak scale 

below 0.1%



but naturalness 
demands less

[dimopoulos & giudice ’95, 
cohen, kaplan, nelson ’96]
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(?)

tev

naturalness of the weak 
scale only demands light 

top partners; gluino 
enters at two loops, 
relevant if majorana. 

higgsinos relevant at 
tree level, but even 

this is not unavoidable.

remaining states 
naturally above Tev.

O(1) couplings are yt,g3



Natural

Unnatural

SUSY

Split

Mini-split

Hidden

Visible

RPV

Stealth

CompressedSupersoft

More minimal

Semi-natural?

HV

???

“spectrum”
“signal”

Focus 
point

plethora of models consistent 
with data, many of them natural. 
where does the data point us? 
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FIG. 1. Plots of Higgs massMh versus the SUSY scaleMS for �Xt = 0, tanβ = 20 with µ = MS (left

column) and µ = 200 GeV (right column). The solid magenta, black dotted, blue dot-dashed, and

red dotted lines correspond to the resummed calculation and the four-, three-, and two-loop fixed-

order calculations, respectively. The shaded regions for each calculation indicate the uncertainty

from varyingMt by the 1σ values. The top (bottom) figure in each column corresponds to the fixed-

order calculation for Q = MS (Q = Mt). The grey (yellow) region corresponds to the approximate

1σ (2σ) values for the Higgs mass Mh ∼ 125.6 ± 0.7 GeV measured by the ATLAS and CMS

collaborations, and the cyan region is excluded by LEP.

We observe that the Q = MS fixed-order results converge approximately monotonically

with increasing loop-order towards the resummed result, whereas the Q = Mt exhibits the

alternating behaviour and shows significantly worse agreement for large MS ≥ 10 TeV. The

resummed method and the Q = MS four-loop fixed-order calculation differ by less than 0.5

GeV in the µ = MS case, and by just over 1 GeV in the µ = 200 GeV case; the difference

between the resummed and three-loop results is less than 1.5 GeV and 1 GeV, respectively.

The value of the pole mass Mt is the dominant source of parametric uncertainty for Mh:
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FIG. 6. Plot of Higgs mass Mh vs. stop mixing parameter normalized by the SUSY scale, �Xt =

Xt/MS . We have fixed the values tanβ = 20, µ = 200 GeV, and the (solid black, blue dot-dashed,

red dashed) contours correspond to MS = (1, 2, 4) TeV.

constrains MS to the range 18 TeV � MS � 24 TeV (6.5 TeV � MS � 8 TeV).

For maximal mixing, Mh greatly constraints the parameter space. The central value

favours MS < 2 (1) TeV for tan β > 10 for µ = MS (200 GeV). Here, we again see the larger

spread in MS at low tan β. As in the case for zero mixing, this allowed range of a few TeV

can be mapped to the equivalent shallow slope in Fig. 2.

We can also plot the Higgs mass as a function of the normalized stop mixing parameter

�Xt, fixing the scale MS, tan β, and µ. This is shown in Fig. 6, where we have chosen

tan β = 20, µ = 200 GeV, and plotted three curves for MS = 1, 2, 4 TeV. The asymmetry in

�Xt, which was noted in [18] and [12], is due to the odd powers of �Xt in the O(αsαt) threshold

correction to λMSSM(MS), Eq. (24). For large tan β and MS = 1 TeV, it is possible to obtain

Mh = 125.6 GeV with �Xt > 0 and near the maximal value. For MS = 2 TeV, we require

| �Xt| ∼ 1.5 TeV. We note that even for MS = 4 TeV, Mh = 125.6 GeV is not achieved for

zero mixing, which was also shown in the top-left plot of Fig. 5.

Lastly, we comment on some comparisons with existing calculations. We have generally

presented Higgs masses which are lower than those computed by, e.g. CPSuperH [29],

FeynHiggs [30], SoftSUSY [31], SPheno [32], and H3M [21] for MS ∼ 1 TeV. There

are three differences between the calculations. First, we have used the NNLO value of yt,

which leads to a running top quark mass mt(mt) that is 2 GeV lower than the NLO value.
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[draper, lee, wagner 1312.5743]

higgs mass

mssm w/out mixing 
demands stops above 
5 TeV (~0.05% tuned);

mssm with 
mixing demands 
stops above 1 
TeV (~1% tuned)
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FIG. 1: Litmus test: parameter space excluded by precision elec-

troweak measurements (red), Higgs mass limits (green), and LHC

resonance searches (blue) at
√
s = 7 TeV. For σBR too large,

gX > gX,max yielding tension with precision electroweak and LHC

constraints; for σBR too small, gX < gX,min yielding tension

with mh � 125 GeV subject to the stop mass, shown here for

mt̃ = 0.5 TeV, 1 TeV, 2 TeV. See the text in Sec. III for details.

II. SETUP

We are interested in all U(1)X extensions of the MSSM
consistent with a gauge invariant µ term. Mirroring
[17, 20], we go to a convenient basis in which the charge
parameters, gX , p, and q, absorb all of the effects of ki-
netic and mass mixing between the U(1)X and U(1)Y
gauge bosons above the electroweak scale. Thus, mixing
only occurs after electroweak symmetry breaking, and
the resulting effects are proportional to the Higgs vac-
uum expectation value (VEV). Of course, kinetic mix-
ing is continually induced by running, so this choice of
basis is renormalization scale dependent. However, this
subtlety is largely irrelevant to our analysis, which in-
volves experimental limits in a relatively narrow window
of energies around the weak scale. The advantage of
this low energy parameterization is that it is very general
and covers popular gauge extensions like U(1)B , U(1)L,
U(1)B−L, U(1)χ, and U(1)3R. Furthermore, it is defined
by a handful of parameters: mX , gX , p, and q.

Next, let us consider the issue of anomalies. If p = q,
then according to Eq. (1) X is a linear combination of
the Y and B−L, which is anomaly free if one includes a
flavor triplet of right-handed neutrinos. If p �= q then the
associated B+L anomalies can be similarly cancelled by
new particles. In general, these ‘anomalons’ can be quite
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FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1 except with
√
s = 14 TeV, and stop mass

contours mt̃ = 0.5 TeV, 2 TeV.

heavy, in which case they can be ignored for our analysis.
We now examine the non-decoupling D-terms of U(1)X

and their contribution to the Higgs potential. As we will
see, these contributions are highly constrained by gauge
symmetry and SUSY. To begin, consider a massive vector
superfield composed of component fields

{C,χ, X,λ, D}, (2)

where X, λ, and D are the gauge field, gaugino, and
auxiliary field, and C and χ are the ‘longitudinal’ modes
eaten during the super-Higgs mechanism. Under SUSY
transformations,

C → C + i(ξχ− ξ̄χ̄) (3)

D → D + ∂µ(−ξσµλ̄+ λσµξ̄). (4)

Eq. (4) implies that mC −D is a SUSY invariant on the
equations of motion, iσµ∂µλ̄ = mχ, where m = mC =
mλ = mX is the mass of the vector superfield.
On the other hand, the auxiliary field D can be re-

expressed in terms of dynamically propagating fields by
substituting the equations of motion. Since mC − D is
a SUSY invariant, this implies that

D = mC +DIR +DUV +O(C2), (5)

where DIR and DUV label contributions from the (light)
MSSM fields and the (heavy) U(1)X breaking fields, re-
spectively, with all C dependence shown explicitly. The
structure of Eq. (5) ensures that both the right and left

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Scatter plots of (a) the tree-level derivative |dv2/dm2
Hu

|, and (b) the lightest stop mass

m
t̃1
, as a function of the Higgs-singlet coupling λ. In (a) the black, orange, yellow points correspond

to Λmess = 20, 100, 1000TeV, respectively. All points in (b) have Λmess = 20TeV and a tuning in

the Higgs VEV better than 5%. In (b) the green points have a combined tuning (cf. sec. 4.2) better

than 5%, i.e. ΣhΣv < 20, for the blue points it is between 1% and 5%, while for the red points it is

worse than 1%. The derivative dv2/dm2
Hu

is suppressed for larger values of λ, allowing for m
t̃1

to

become as large as 2.5TeV for a combined tuning better than 1%. All points satisfy the constraints

discussed in sec. 5.

mass (and thus mh,eff ∼ 126GeV), a larger coupling λ does therefore not allow a larger dimen-

sionful parameter mh,eff in the potential and should accordingly not alleviate the fine-tuning in the

decoupling limit.

We believe that loop corrections from the Higgs-singlet sector may play an important role

in this context. Indeed, once the VEV and mass in Eq. (4.8) are fixed, the effective quartic

coupling λeff is fixed as well. This means that, at large λ, an accidental cancellation between

the λ-contribution to λeff and the loop corrections has to occur in order to bring λeff down to

the required value. We will discuss this tuning (which can be phrased as a tuning in the Higgs

mass) in some detail in the next section. Given that corrections from the (s)top sector raise the

quartic coupling (or, equivalently, raise the Higgs mass), these corrections can not be responsible

for this cancellation. The contribution from the Higgs-singlet sector, on the other hand, can lower

the quartic coupling (or, equivalently, lower the Higgs mass) [2]. We therefore expect that these

corrections may counteract the suppression of the derivative dv2/dm2
Hu

at large λ in the decoupling

limit. Let us emphasize, however, that most of our points clearly deviate from this limit, where the

potential and thus the effect of large λ is more complicated. In addition, the presence of additional

(s)particles with masses O(v) can lead to important non-trivial VEV-dependent contributions from

the Coleman-Weinberg potential to Eq. (4.8) even when the Higgs couples very SM-like. In any

case, it may be worthwhile in the future to include the contributions from the Higgs-singlet sector

to the Coleman-Weinberg potential in the calculation of the fine-tuning measure.
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[gherghetta, von harling, 
medina, schmidt 1212.5243]

[cheung, roberts 1207.0123]

or perhaps 
new quartic 

from f-term...

...or d-term...
either way, 
tuning ~1-5%

Problem?



Once Upon a Time...

7

In the 1990s, limits on the CMB quadrupole were pushing the
limits of cold dark matter cosmology...

...and then came COBE

What about the quadrupole?

1%
tuning

other %-level 
coincidences

neutrons fail to bind by 60 kev

low cmb 
quadrupole

moon & sun 
~0.50 of arc 

.....
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1/2-gen squarks must 

be heavy; need 
radiative stability.  

direct searches



moving forward

theory challenge: look for 
classes of models where 

features are generic.

• naturalness @ percent 
level, best if stops are 
light & gluinos, 1/2 gen 
decoupled.

• given higgs mass, stop 
bounds unsurprising; 
maybe %-level 
accidents okay. 

•  13-14 tev run is the time 
to look for stops.



theory 
desiderata for 

lhc13-14



populate the 
framework.



deconstrucTION
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•Natural SUSY 
spectrum.

•Approximate 
theory of flavor.

•Higgs mass from 
d-terms.

•Low radiative 
cutoff.

[Craig, green, katz 1103.3708]



susy from the 
5th dimension

2

(+,+) (+,−) (−,+) (−,−)

V
a

5D V
a

µ λa λ
a

σa

Hu,d hu,d ψhu,d ψ
hu,d

hu,d

Fi=1,2 ψFi ϕFi ϕ
Fi

ψ
Fi

Φ1,2 ψΦ1,2 ϕ1,2 ϕ1,2 ψΦ1,2

TABLE I: Bc’s at y = (0,π) for bulk fields of complete model
with ± corresponding to Neumann/Dirichlet. Only the (+,+)
fields have a zero mode, and the KK mass spectrum (n � 0)
is: mn = n/R for (+,+) fields; (2n + 1)/2R for (+,−) and
(−,+); and (n+1)/R for (−,−). ψF1,2 stands for all 1st/2nd
generation fermions; ϕFi their 4D N = 1 sfermion partners;
barred states are the extra 5D N = 1 SUSY partners.

3rd generation fields. As the fixed points preserve only
N = 1 4D SUSY, these states are simply 4D chiral multi-
plets with no additional partners, and a localised Yukawa
superpotential for up-like states is allowed

δ(y)Hu(y)

�
ỹt

M
1/2
5

Q3U
c

3 +
ỹc

M
3/2
5

Q2(y)U
c

2 (y) + ...

�
. (1)

where ỹi are dimensionless and the Yukawa couplings to
bulk 1st/2nd generations are naturally suppressed com-
pared to the brane-localized 3rd generation. We later
return to the down-type Yukawas.

There is no need for a µ term linking HuHd to lift
the higgsinos. Instead, SSSB gives the higgsinos a large
1/2R mass by marrying ψhu with ψ

hu
. The SSSB bc’s

lift the Higgsinos while making no contribution to the
scalar Higgs masses, avoiding the usual source of tree-
level tuning.

After SSSB the brane-localised scalars pick up, at 1-
loop, finite positive soft SUSY-breaking masses

δm̃2
i
� 7ζ(3)

16π4R2

� �

I=1,2,3

CI(i)g
2
I
+ Ct(i)y

2
t

�
, (2)

with C(U3) = {4/9, 0, 4/3, 1}, C(D3) = {1/9, 0, 4/3, 0},
C(E3) = {1, 0, 0, 0}, C(L3) = {1/4, 3/4, 0, 0}, C(Q3) =
{1/36, 3/4, 4/3, 1/2}, and for the Higgs bulk scalar zero
mode C(Hu,d) = {1/4, 3/4, 0, 0} [7].

In addition to the positive 1-loop EW contribution
Eq.(2), the Higgs soft mass m̃

2
Hu

receives a compara-
ble negative contribution at 2-loops from the t-t̃ sector.
Ref. [12] performed a 2-loop 5D calculation of this term,
and we have used RG methods to determine the lead-
ing 3-loop log(mtR)-,log(m

t̃1
/mt)-enhanced corrections,

which are numerically important in determing the fate
of EWSB [39]. As shown in Fig. 2, these minimal con-
tributions do not so far lead to EWSB. Nevertheless, the
model has attractive features: Compared to 4D theories
the Higgs soft mass is more screened from SUSY-breaking
as Eq.(2) involves a finite 1-loop factor with no log en-
hancement, SUSY breaking for all but the 3rd generation
and Higgs scalar zero mode is direct and universal, and
higgsinos are heavy without a large µ term.

Higher dimensional gravitational bulk

4D N = 1 SUSY
orbifold brane

4D N = 1 SUSY
orbifold brane

Fig. 1a

Fig. 1b

∆W = λX(φ1φ2 − ṽ3)

5D SUSY

F3, X

F3

GSM × U(1)�, F1,2, Hu,d, Φ1,2

GSM , F1,2, Hu,d

FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of minimal model. In 5D are the
SM gauge fields, the first two families F1,2, Higgs doublets
Hu,d, and superpartners implied by 5D SUSY. The 3rd gen-
eration chiral multiplets are brane-localised. SUSY is broken
non-locally by bc’s. (b) Full model including embedding in
yet higher-dimensional bulk. The 5D U(1)� is broken via y-
dependent VEVs (driven by the brane-localised superpoten-
tial ∆W ) of bulk fields, Φ1,2, of charges ±1. After SSSB,
FX ∼ 1/R2 is induced for X, a brane-localised singlet field.
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FIG. 2: Contributions to the Higgs soft mass m
2
Hu

in units
of 1/R2. The positive 1-loop electroweak contribution (blue)
and the negative 2-loop + leading log top-stop sector contri-
bution (red) combine to give a positive mass squared (black).
Contributions from higher-dimension operators Eq.(4) can
lead to successful EWSB, indicated by the dotted black curve.
The dashed bands show the uncertainty for MS top mass
mt(Mt) = 160+5

−4 GeV.

SUCCESSFUL EWSB AND HIGGS MASS

Other faults remain in this model, and we find their
solution plays a major role for EWSB and experimen-
tal signatures. First, our 5D theory is an effective the-
ory which must be cutoff at a scale M5. The bulk 5D

• reduce susy with 
b.c.’s in 5th dim.

• no large logs.

• (often) dirac 
gauginos.

• zero modes not 
supersymmetric 
(higgsino lifted).

[quiros, pomarol ’98 
and many others] [dimopoulos, howe, march-

russell 1404.7554]



maximally natural 
supersymmetry? 4

t̃L,R, b̃L,R

Gauginos + higgsinos
... }

SM (1)KK excitations
N = 2 SUSY superpartners

Z �

{ ...

1/2R ∼ 2TeV

∼ 3TeV

∼ 0.7TeV

1/R ∼ 4TeV

1st/2nd family sfermions

∼ few 0.1TeV
τ̃R, hd

τ̃L, ν̃3L

possible gravity sector LSP

FIG. 3: Schematic spectrum of new states of primary experi-

mental interest.

The theory is mostly protected from precision, flavor
and CP observables, although signatures are possible.
While SUSY flavor problems are suppressed by the au-
tomatic near-degeneracy of 1st/2nd generation squarks
and the near-Dirac masses of higgsinos and gauginos,
KK gauge boson exchange can lead to deviations in kaon
and especially Bq mixing and rare decays depending on
model-dependent details [66]. The high scale of the KK
states and U(1)� sectors, 1/R ∼ mZ� � 4 TeV protects
from EWPT[42]. Higgs properties are automatically SM-
like since only Hu obtains a VEV, and the inert Hd is
easily made consistent with limits.

The presence of additional large gravitational dimen-
sions constrains models of inflation and reheating. A de-
tailed treatment is left to future work [39], but we note
that a small inflationary energy scale VI < M

4
5 � M

4
pl

can be consistent with recent evidence for tensor per-
turbations [67] if the extra gravitational dimensions and
thus the corresponding 4D Planck mass are small during
inflation, as in models of rapid asymmetric inflation [68].

The leading signature of this model is sparticle pro-
duction at the LHC and future colliders. Two important
differences from generic natural SUSY phenomenology
occur. First, mg̃ ∼ (3÷5)mt̃ arises without extra tuning,
and tuning limits will likely be driven by direct produc-
tion of 3rd generation sparticles, not gluino production.
Second, the absence of a light higgsino leads to unusual
stop and sbottom decay chains. The brane-localized 3rd
generation slepton masses are dominantly from higher di-
mensional operators Eq. (4), so either τ̃R or ν̃τL could
be the lightest ordinary superpartner (LOSP). Three-
body decays of t̃ and b̃ to the LOSP can dilute missing
energy signatures and lead to τ -rich final states. De-
pending on the embedding of the 5D theory in the grav-
itational dimensions, the LOSP can be collider stable,
or decay through prompt or displaced vertices to extra-
dimensional-gravitini or other Rp-odd states in the bulk.
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resonance searches [72, 73] (green) are shaded. Subdomi-

nant limits mg̃ ≈ 1/(2R) � 1.3TeV from g̃ → tt/bb + MET

searches (blue) are also shaded [75, 76].

In another variation, if FX is generated independently
of SSSB, the associated goldstino remains light [69] and
ordinary superpartners will decay directly to this state,
mimicking more standard natural susy signatures. For
this short work we take the LHC8 bounds on t̃ → t+MET
of mt̃ � 650GeV [70, 71] as a guideline, but this can po-
tentially be eased.
The mass and couplings of the new Z

� are restricted
by the requirement mh ≈ 126GeV, suggesting this state
is also likely to be accessible; 8 TeV limits require mZ� �
3TeV [72, 73].
The tuning of EWSB in this theory can be quantified

by the sensitivity of v to shifts at the scale 1/R of the
stop mass (through the operator Eq.(4)) and the Z � mass,

∆ =
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where for simplicity we set m
2
q̃3 = m

2
ũ3

≡ m
2
t̃
. The

fine-tuning is shown in Fig. 4, where the stop mass has
been fixed as a function of 1/R and m

�
Z to give suc-

cessful EWSB. For mZ� � 1.5/R, the stop contribution
is the dominant source of tuning. Remarkably at cur-
rent LHC8 limits the theory is natural with a tuning of
∼ 50%. LHC14 can discover stops at mt̃ ∼ 1.2GeV [74],
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FIG. 3: Schematic spectrum of new states of primary experi-

mental interest.

The theory is mostly protected from precision, flavor
and CP observables, although signatures are possible.
While SUSY flavor problems are suppressed by the au-
tomatic near-degeneracy of 1st/2nd generation squarks
and the near-Dirac masses of higgsinos and gauginos,
KK gauge boson exchange can lead to deviations in kaon
and especially Bq mixing and rare decays depending on
model-dependent details [66]. The high scale of the KK
states and U(1)� sectors, 1/R ∼ mZ� � 4 TeV protects
from EWPT[42]. Higgs properties are automatically SM-
like since only Hu obtains a VEV, and the inert Hd is
easily made consistent with limits.

The presence of additional large gravitational dimen-
sions constrains models of inflation and reheating. A de-
tailed treatment is left to future work [39], but we note
that a small inflationary energy scale VI < M
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can be consistent with recent evidence for tensor per-
turbations [67] if the extra gravitational dimensions and
thus the corresponding 4D Planck mass are small during
inflation, as in models of rapid asymmetric inflation [68].

The leading signature of this model is sparticle pro-
duction at the LHC and future colliders. Two important
differences from generic natural SUSY phenomenology
occur. First, mg̃ ∼ (3÷5)mt̃ arises without extra tuning,
and tuning limits will likely be driven by direct produc-
tion of 3rd generation sparticles, not gluino production.
Second, the absence of a light higgsino leads to unusual
stop and sbottom decay chains. The brane-localized 3rd
generation slepton masses are dominantly from higher di-
mensional operators Eq. (4), so either τ̃R or ν̃τL could
be the lightest ordinary superpartner (LOSP). Three-
body decays of t̃ and b̃ to the LOSP can dilute missing
energy signatures and lead to τ -rich final states. De-
pending on the embedding of the 5D theory in the grav-
itational dimensions, the LOSP can be collider stable,
or decay through prompt or displaced vertices to extra-
dimensional-gravitini or other Rp-odd states in the bulk.
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resonance searches [72, 73] (green) are shaded. Subdomi-

nant limits mg̃ ≈ 1/(2R) � 1.3TeV from g̃ → tt/bb + MET

searches (blue) are also shaded [75, 76].

In another variation, if FX is generated independently
of SSSB, the associated goldstino remains light [69] and
ordinary superpartners will decay directly to this state,
mimicking more standard natural susy signatures. For
this short work we take the LHC8 bounds on t̃ → t+MET
of mt̃ � 650GeV [70, 71] as a guideline, but this can po-
tentially be eased.
The mass and couplings of the new Z

� are restricted
by the requirement mh ≈ 126GeV, suggesting this state
is also likely to be accessible; 8 TeV limits require mZ� �
3TeV [72, 73].
The tuning of EWSB in this theory can be quantified

by the sensitivity of v to shifts at the scale 1/R of the
stop mass (through the operator Eq.(4)) and the Z � mass,
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where for simplicity we set m
2
q̃3 = m

2
ũ3

≡ m
2
t̃
. The

fine-tuning is shown in Fig. 4, where the stop mass has
been fixed as a function of 1/R and m

�
Z to give suc-

cessful EWSB. For mZ� � 1.5/R, the stop contribution
is the dominant source of tuning. Remarkably at cur-
rent LHC8 limits the theory is natural with a tuning of
∼ 50%. LHC14 can discover stops at mt̃ ∼ 1.2GeV [74],

[dimopoulos, howe, march-
russell 1404.7554]



colorless susy?
use boundary 

conditions in an extra 
dimension to reduce 
both supersymmetry 
and gauge/global 

symmetries.

can lead to light 
superpartners with 

different gauge 
quantum numbers from 

sm counterparts

[burdman, chacko, goh, 
harnik hep-ph/0609152]



colorless stops

L ⊃ λtHuq
A
3 u

A
3 + λ2

t |Hu · q̃B
3 |2 + λ2

t |Hu|2|ũB
3 |2

...Plus towers 
of kk states

charged under a 
hidden su(3); only 

carry electroweak 
sm quantum #’s.

normal top quarks

couplings related by susy

probably not the theory of nature, 
but a proof of principle for the 
wide scope of susy phenomena. 



colorless signals
folded squirks carry 

electroweak quantum numbers. 
Produced via a Z, they typically 
annihilate into hidden glueballs.

Produced via a W, they annihilate 
back into the SM to shed their 

charge.

Detailed physics is 
complicated, but a 
dominant channel is 
often W+γ/h; S/B is 

reasonable for Wγ/Wh 
in a fixed invariant 
mass window around 

twice the squirk mass.

[Burdman, Chacko, Goh, Harnik, Krenke; 0805.4667]

FIG. 3: An estimate of the signal versus the background as a
function of the squirk mass in GeV. The bottom curve is the
squirk pair production cross section in the charged channel.
The annihilation of these squirk pair will dominantly produce
W±+photon with and invariant mass of ∼ 2mq� . The top

curve is the SM W±+photon with |mWγ − 2mq� | <
�

Λmq�

for Λ = 15 GeV.

rather than true ground states (of order Λ� ∼ 10 GeV).
This mass peak is likely to be smeared due to ad-

ditional transverse missing energy from the radiative
decay. The energy loss due to radiation is expected to be
distributed in a particular pattern which is symmetric
under �x → −�x, that is, for every glueball or photon
emitted in one direction, a similar photon will be emitted
in the opposite direction. In the classical limit (an infinite
number of soft quanta) such energy loss does not intro-
duce new transverse momentum. However, for glueball
radiation the classical limit is not appropriate because
the glueball mass cannot be neglected when compared
to the total amount of energy radiated. The additional
missing transverse energy is inversely proportional to the
square root of the number of glueball quanta emittted,
in the limit that the total energy radiated is held fixed.
We will (conservatively) assume that most of the energy
is lost by glueball emission giving a missing ET of order�

mq�Λ�, which is of order 100 GeV or less in most of our
parameter space.

In the case where the W decays leptonically, the
leading background is continuum SM production of
W+photon. For simplicity we will estimate the signal-
to-background ratio by comparing the W+photon sig-
nal cross section to the invariant mass distributions of
background W+photon in the mass window a |mWγ −
2mq� | <

�
Λmq� GeV. For the purpose of this estimate

have conservatively chosen a rather high value of Λ =
15GeV , about a factor of 10 above our QCD gluball
mass calculated on the lattice. Background events were
generated using MadEvent [16]. As shown in Figure 3,
the signal to background ratio is of order a half for all of
the mass range within LHC reach. Taking the leptonic
branching fraction of the W boson (to electrons or muons

FIG. 4: The photon η distribution for SM W+photon events
with center of mass energy of 1 TeV or more (red bars).
The estimated signal distribution is shown as a solid curve.
Employing a cut of η < 1.5 increases the signal to background
ration by more than a factor of two.

only) and a low branching fraction of squirkonium to
W+photon of 0.6, a 5 sigma discovery of squirks with
a mass of 400 GeV is possible with ∼11 fb−1 of data.
With 100 fb−1 the discovery reach is approximately 620
GeV.

One can improve the discovery reach by employing
a pseudorapidity cut on the final state photon. The
signal events involve the production and decay of heavy
squirkonium. Even after losing its excitation energy, the
squirkonium will be nearly at rest in the lab frame and
is expected to decay isotropically. In Figure 4 we show
the distribution of the photon’s pseudorapidity, η, for
SM W+photon events with invariant mass of 1 TeV or
more. The shape of the distribution is similar for different
invariant masses. This distribution is compared with
the expected signal distribution (shown as solid curve).
This was estimated by convoluting the η distribution
of isotropic decay with the longitudinal boost of the
squirkonuim system (which is simply the longitudinal
boost of the CoM frame in squirk production, generated
by MadEvent).

Placing a cut on η of the photon of 1.5 reduces the
background by a factor of ∼ 2.2 while the signal is
only reduced by ∼ 15%. Including the η cut, 5 sigma
discovery of 400 GeV squirks may be reached with
approximately 8.5 fb−1. Taking this estimate at face
value, with 100 fb−1 the LHC will be able to discover
one generation of squirks up to a mass of 500 GeV and
two degenerate generations of squirks (as is the case in
in folded SUSY) up to a mass of 650 GeV. However,
one could imagine improving this analysis, for example,
by optimization of the η cut. Alternatively, we could
perform additional cuts on lepton rapidity or compare
transverse mass distributions instead of reconstructed

5



these are just a few 
examples illustrating how 
data points us towards 

new directions in the susy 
framework. in turn, these 

models provide new 
opportunities for lhc 

searches.

there are many such models, and 
now is the time to explore them.



experimental 
desiderata 
for lhc13-14



1. discover, don’t 
exclude
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experimental#Expected -3

cms multi-leptons: 
consistent w/ fluctuation 

(156 exclusive categories), 
but among biggest 
fluctuations in run 1. 

plausible interpretation 
in terms of stau nlsp 
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FIG. 5. The Emiss
T and me! distributions for data and the estimated SM backgrounds, in signal regions (a)–(b) SR0noZa,

(c)–(d) SR1noZa, and (e)–(f) SR2noZa. The irreducible background is estimated from MC simulation while the reducible
background is estimated from data using the weighting method. Both the statistical and systematic uncertainties are included
in the shaded bands. In each panel the distribution for a relevant SUSY signal model is also shown, where the numbers in
parentheses indicate (m!̃0

2,3
, m!̃0

1
) for (a)–(b) and (e)–(f), or (mNLSP, mLSP) for (c)–(d), where all masses are in GeV.

1. discover, don’t 
exclude

effectively in 
sideband of atlas 
4-lepton search 

(though there’s no 
excess there).



2. look for 
triangles

PhysicsResultsSUS12019 (25 Aug 2014, KeithUlmer)
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• edge in dilepton invariant mass from 2-body or 3-body 
decay (on-shell or off-shell slepton)

• atlas equivalent search just getting started.

• this isn’t new physics, but are we missing any kinematic 
features in simplified models?

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS12019
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS12019
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/KeithUlmer
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/KeithUlmer
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Fig. 5 Exclusion limits at 95% CL are shown for the direct t̃2 pair production simplified model as a function of the branching
ratios BR(t̃2 → Zt̃1), BR(t̃2 → ht̃1) and BR(t̃2 → tχ̃0

1) for (mt̃2
,mχ̃0

1
) = (350, 20) GeV (top), (500, 20) GeV (bottom left) and

(500, 120) GeV (bottom right). The dashed and solid lines show the expected and observed limits, respectively, including all
uncertainties except the theoretical signal cross section uncertainty (PDF and scale).

has been established using MC generator level informa-

tion. A reduction in acceptance of up to 20% is observed

in the region where mt̃2
−mt̃1

−mZ is comparable to

the Z boson width. The region with mt̃2
−mt̃1

< mZ ,

where the t̃2 → Z(∗)t̃1 decay involves an off-shell Z,

has not been considered since in that case other t̃2 de-

cay modes, such as t̃2 → tχ̃0
1, would be dominant. If

the assumption on the 100% branching ratio for the

t̃2 → Zt̃1 decay mode is relaxed, the t̃2 can also decay

via t̃2 → ht̃1 and t̃2 → tχ̃0
1. Exclusion limits as a func-

tion of the t̃2 branching ratios are shown in Figure 5

for representative values of the masses of t̃2 and χ̃0
1.

For low t̃2 mass (mt̃2
= 350 GeV), SUSY models with

BR(t̃2 → Zt̃1) above 10% are excluded. For higher stop

mass (mt̃2
= 500 GeV), models with BR(t̃2 → Zt̃1)

above 15-30% are excluded, with a small dependence

on the value of the neutralino mass, BR(t̃2 → ht̃1) and
BR(t̃2 → tχ̃0

1).

In Figure 6 the expected and observed limits are

shown for the GMSB scenarios on the t̃1, χ̃
0
1 mass plane.

Stop masses up to 540 GeV are excluded for neutralino

masses of 100 GeV < mχ̃0
1
< mt̃1 − 10 GeV. In the pa-

rameter space region where the t̃1 only decays via bχ̃±
1 ,

the exclusion extends up to stop masses of 660 GeV for

neutralinos of 550 GeV. For illustration, the exclusion

limits obtained with 2.05 fb
−1

of ATLAS data at
√
s =

7 TeV for the similar model are also shown, in which

the maximum limit on the stop masses was 330 GeV.

Due to the increase in statistics and the proton-proton

collision energy, as well as the optimised selections for

these conditions, much stronger constraints are now set

on this model.

8 Summary and Conclusions

This paper presents a dedicated search for direct stop

pair production in decays with an experimental signa-

ture compatible with the production of a Z boson, b-jets
and missing transverse momentum. The analysis is per-

formed with pp collision data at
√
s = 8 TeV collected

with the ATLAS detector at the LHC corresponding to

an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb
−1

. The results are

3. make 
triangles

collaborations), a decent parametric simulation of the detector is sufficient for our purposes and

for this we use Delphes 3.0.9 [9]. We use the default “CMS” detector card provided by Delphes

adapted to account for the electron and muon isolation criteria applied in the CMS analysis and

modified to match the track and jet reconstruction parameters quoted in Ref. [6]. In addition, we

modify the b-tagging efficiency in the Delphes CMS detector card using the efficiency information

for the combined-secondary-vertex algorithm reported in Ref. [10].

Finally, our dedicated C++ code reads in the ROOT file output from Delphes and implements

the event selection from Ref. [6]. The events that pass the selection criteria in each signal region

are scaled by the appropriate NLO cross-section [11] and normalized to an integrated luminosity

of 19.6 fb
−1

to be consistent with the published analysis. The expected number of signal events,

Nsig = σNLO ×
�
Ldt × (A × ε), obtained in this manner are compared to the observed number of

events quoted by the experimental collaboration in their published analysis [6]. A specific model

is considered excluded if Nsig > NUL where NUL is the 95% Bayesian upper limit (assuming a flat

prior) on events produced by the BSM process, computed given the estimated SM backgrounds

and the observed number of events, reported in Ref. [6]. Using this procedure, we fill the skeleton

grid shown in Fig. 1 with color maps of the gluino exclusion limit at 95% C.L. from the best signal

region of the ∆φ̂ analysis and the results are presented in Figs. 2, 3(a) and 3(b). There is a kinematic

lower bound on the gluino mass for each model. In addition, the experimental efficiencies degrade

rapidly for small mass differences between the gluino and LSP due to the relatively low momenta

of the decays products. Consequently, the bounds do not extend all the way to zero-mass of the

gluino and we consider the range of gluino mass specified by the analysis, which in this case is

400 GeV and above.

Figure 2: The interpretation of CMS analysis Ref. [6] for benchmark points with various combinations of decay

branching fractions of the gluino to bb̄χ̃0
, tt̄χ̃0

and qq̄χ̃0
. Each point in the above triangle has a unique combination

of the three branching fractions and the vertices represent the simplified models with 100% branching fractions into

one of the three final states. We do not show gluino mass limits in the region near the qq̄χ̃0
vertex since the limits on

models with large decays to qq̄χ̃0
are very weak and would be off-scale.

4

[anandakrishna, hill; 1403.4294]

a shortcoming of 
susy simplified models 
to date is failure to 
accommodate mixed 

decay modes.

already successful in 
exotics group. may 
provide a concrete 
sense of where the 

holes are.



4. look everywhere
• “naturalness demands The Higgsino 

must be lighter than 200 GeV”

4
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FIG. 3: Schematic spectrum of new states of primary experi-

mental interest.

The theory is mostly protected from precision, flavor
and CP observables, although signatures are possible.
While SUSY flavor problems are suppressed by the au-
tomatic near-degeneracy of 1st/2nd generation squarks
and the near-Dirac masses of higgsinos and gauginos,
KK gauge boson exchange can lead to deviations in kaon
and especially Bq mixing and rare decays depending on
model-dependent details [66]. The high scale of the KK
states and U(1)� sectors, 1/R ∼ mZ� � 4 TeV protects
from EWPT[42]. Higgs properties are automatically SM-
like since only Hu obtains a VEV, and the inert Hd is
easily made consistent with limits.

The presence of additional large gravitational dimen-
sions constrains models of inflation and reheating. A de-
tailed treatment is left to future work [39], but we note
that a small inflationary energy scale VI < M

4
5 � M

4
pl

can be consistent with recent evidence for tensor per-
turbations [67] if the extra gravitational dimensions and
thus the corresponding 4D Planck mass are small during
inflation, as in models of rapid asymmetric inflation [68].

The leading signature of this model is sparticle pro-
duction at the LHC and future colliders. Two important
differences from generic natural SUSY phenomenology
occur. First, mg̃ ∼ (3÷5)mt̃ arises without extra tuning,
and tuning limits will likely be driven by direct produc-
tion of 3rd generation sparticles, not gluino production.
Second, the absence of a light higgsino leads to unusual
stop and sbottom decay chains. The brane-localized 3rd
generation slepton masses are dominantly from higher di-
mensional operators Eq. (4), so either τ̃R or ν̃τL could
be the lightest ordinary superpartner (LOSP). Three-
body decays of t̃ and b̃ to the LOSP can dilute missing
energy signatures and lead to τ -rich final states. De-
pending on the embedding of the 5D theory in the grav-
itational dimensions, the LOSP can be collider stable,
or decay through prompt or displaced vertices to extra-
dimensional-gravitini or other Rp-odd states in the bulk.
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FIG. 4: Fine-tuning ∆−1
(solid lines) as function of 1/R and

the Z�
mass, Eq.(8). Iso-contours of stop mass are dashed.

Limits from LHC8 searches for t̃ → t+MET[70, 71] (red) and

Z�
resonance searches [72, 73] (green) are shaded. Subdomi-

nant limits mg̃ ≈ 1/(2R) � 1.3TeV from g̃ → tt/bb + MET

searches (blue) are also shaded [75, 76].

In another variation, if FX is generated independently
of SSSB, the associated goldstino remains light [69] and
ordinary superpartners will decay directly to this state,
mimicking more standard natural susy signatures. For
this short work we take the LHC8 bounds on t̃ → t+MET
of mt̃ � 650GeV [70, 71] as a guideline, but this can po-
tentially be eased.
The mass and couplings of the new Z

� are restricted
by the requirement mh ≈ 126GeV, suggesting this state
is also likely to be accessible; 8 TeV limits require mZ� �
3TeV [72, 73].
The tuning of EWSB in this theory can be quantified

by the sensitivity of v to shifts at the scale 1/R of the
stop mass (through the operator Eq.(4)) and the Z � mass,

∆ =

����
�

∂ ln v2

∂ lnm2
t̃

�2

+

�
∂ ln v2

∂ lnm2
Z̃�

�2

, (8)

where for simplicity we set m
2
q̃3 = m

2
ũ3

≡ m
2
t̃
. The

fine-tuning is shown in Fig. 4, where the stop mass has
been fixed as a function of 1/R and m

�
Z to give suc-

cessful EWSB. For mZ� � 1.5/R, the stop contribution
is the dominant source of tuning. Remarkably at cur-
rent LHC8 limits the theory is natural with a tuning of
∼ 50%. LHC14 can discover stops at mt̃ ∼ 1.2GeV [74],

H
†
uHu

OX†X

X X†

counterexample: susy 
extra dimensions

X†(z)X(0) ∼ C|z|∆X†X−2∆XOX†X(0) + . . .

counterexample: hidden 
sector dynamics
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• many reasons to be interested in susy. 

lack of new physics is bad for all 
natural theories; susy is increasingly the 
best (or least bad?) solution.

• we have an evolving sense of what susy 
models do not work.

• but susy is a framework, not a model, 
and contains multitudes.

• this points us in new directions; many 
novel possibilities for susy remain.

So lets go out and find them!


